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HOUSE OF LIFE
HEALING CONFERENCE
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“ ABYDOS

Holy City of Ancient Egypt

LECTURES IN THE MORNING.
EXCURSIONS IN THE AFTERNOON.
WORKSHOPS & PRESENTATIONS
& NATIVE MUSIC IN THE EVENING.
Don’t miss this special opportunity to Learn, to Experience and
to Enjoy your staying in Abydos, The Holy City of Ancient Egypt!
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HOUSE OF LIFE HEALING CONFERENCE
AIM OF THE CONFERENCE
The second House of Life Healing Conference “Abydos Holy City of
Ancient Egypt” has the aim to combine Science – Healing Knowledge
and Art together, with the intention to bring a deeper awareness
about how these three fields are inseparable connected to each other
and how the Ancient Egyptians expressed this in their daily lives.
The ancient Egyptians experienced their world as one. Their daily
life was connected with nature. The nature was connected to the
natural forces they call Neturu; in modern words, the Gods and the
Goddesses of ancient Egypt. Nowadays we are calling the way how
the ancient Egyptians were connected with nature, holistic.
Studying the pantheon of the Egyptian Neturu, their nature, their
language, the hieroglyphs, the temples and their ritual scenes,
and studying the daily life of our ancestors, will keep and bring a
knowledge alive of a civilization that had such an incredible historical
influence on the humanity on Earth, thousands of years back in our
history. Until today still many people on Earth are touched by the
knowledge of the ancient Egyptians.
We hope that the second House of Life Healing Conference will
inspiring us as much as the beautiful first House of Life Healing
conference in 2019 did.
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We are honored to inform you that during the second conference
the Dutch scientist and Egyptologist Huub Pragt – the Egyptian
Archaeologist – Senior Inspector of Antiquities at Abydos Ayman
Mohamed Damarany – the Egyptian Writer and Independent
Researcher Safaa Mohamed – the British Painter and Researcher
Brian Flynn – the Canadian Composer, Writer, Researcher and
Psychotherapist Todd Hayen and the American Khemitologist,
Researcher, Speaker, Explorer, Artist, and Spiritual & Intuitive Life
Counselor and co-director of the Khemit School of Ancient Mysticism
Patricia Awyan-Lehman will support the conference by their inspiring
lectures and presentations.
We are honored to cooperate during the conference in the workshops,
courses and treatments with the Egyptian Bio Magnetic Touch Healer
Raba Awyan – the Egyptian healer Atef Soliman – the Dutch Writer,
Trainer and Therapist Erica Rijnsburger – The American Belly Dancer
Dawna Phillips and the Dutch Music therapist, Creator and Sound
healer Yvon Taken (Aset) who is together with Horus from Abydos
the founder of the current House of Life at Abydos.
We hope that this conference creates new steps for the future to
bring back the beauty and the awareness that Abydos was and still
is “The Holy City of Ancient Egypt”. We hope to open the hidden
healing knowledge we believe which is still there and who can help
so many people around the world who are searching for it.
Horus from Abydos & Aset/Yvon Taken & Tanja Abbas
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PROGRAM
The program of the House of Life Healing Conference includes:
1

The official opening of the conference on Wednesday evening 1 of
April.

2

Lectures every morning from 10:00 – 12:00 AM.

3

Excursions in the afternoon from 2:00 – 5:00 PM to the spectacular
Tomb of King Senwosret III – The mysterious Osireion – The beautiful
Sety Temple by night – The Ramses II Temple – The archeologic sites
of Abydos; Shunet el-Zebib and Khum El Sultaan and the Museum
of Sohag.

4

Different types of physical treatments – workshops and presentations
related to the ancient Egyptian healing knowledge during the
afternoon from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm and in the evening from 8:00
pm to 10:00 pm.

5

The ability of following three complete courses:
“Transformational breathing, based on ancient Egyptian insights
regarding the Ankh” by Erica Rijnsburger.
“The Healing Voice, the healing power of sound and frequencies in
ancient Egypt” by Aset.
“Bio Magnetic Touch Healing, the awareness of the healing power
of Just Touch” by Raba Awyan.
The three courses enable you to continue working with the different
techniques by yourself.

6

The native Egyptian cultural Zhar music as well as the Native Music,
Belly Dancing and Sound Healing Meditation.

7

Closing ceremony of the conference in the meditation chapels of
the House of Life on Wednesday 8 of April.
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PROGRAM
LECTURES
In the morning 10:00 – 12:00 AM
THURSDAY

“The cult of Osiris at the Middle Kingdom” by
Huub Pragt

FRIDAY

“The Khoiak-festival and the Osireion” by Huub
Pragt

SATURDAY

“The enclosure Shunet el-Zebib and The fourteen
boats of Osiris” by Ayman Mohamed Damarany

SUNDAY

“Art as a constant reminder; Living in harmony
with cosmic law” by Brian Flynn

MONDAY

“Ancient Egypt and Modern Psychotherapy;
Egyptian Sacred Science and the Search for Soul”
by Todd Hayen

TUESDAY

“Mysteries Unveiled – The Temple of Hathor at
Dendera” by Patricia Awyan

WEDNESDAY

General sharing - discussions and conclusions of
subjects and themes that popped up as a result of
the knowledge which is shared during the lectures
– workshops and presentations.
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PROGRAM
WORKSHOPS & PRESENTATIONS
In the afternoon 2:00 – 5:00 PM and evening 8:00 – 10:00 PM
THURSDAY

“Psychology of the ancient Egyptians, their view on our
Soul” by Aset

FRIDAY

“Healing Statues in Ancient Egypt” by Safaa Mohamed

SATURDAY

“Transformational breathing, based on ancient Egyptian
insights regarding the Ankh” by Erica Rijnsburger

SUNDAY

“The Healing Voice and the Healing Power of Sound and
Frequencies in ancient Egypt” by Aset

MONDAY

“Bio Magnetic Touch Healing, the awareness of the
healing power of Just Touch” by Raba Awyan
Visiting of the Sety Temple by night. The introduction
of the Sety Temple, the great Healing temple of ancient
Egypt by Aset

TUESDAY

“Bio Magnetic Touch Healing, the awareness of the
healing power of Just Touch” by Raba Awyan
Visiting the Sety Temple Archive or the Museum of Sohag
Traditional and native Zhar music & Ritual.

WEDNESDAY

“The Art Belle dancing” by Dawna Phillips
“The Art of Sound Healing in Ancient Egypt” by Aset
Closing ceremony of the conference in the Meditation
chapels of the House of Life
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HOW TO PARTICIPATE
During the week of conference, knowledge will be shared, experiences
will be gained and connections will be established.
You are welcome to participate in this one week conference. We are
offering this program all inclusive. What we mean by all inclusive:
1

Hotel accommodation full board.
(exclusive alcoholic drinks – fresh fruit drinks and soft drinks.)

2

All lectures in the morning.

3

All the excursions in the afternoon to the Osireion and the
temples.

4

All guided tours including transportation to the archaeological
sites.

5

All workshops and presentations in the afternoon and evening.

6

Egyptian native and cultural music and belly dance workshops
in the evening,

7

Experience of the Egyptian Zhar music & ritual.

8

The opening of the Sety I Temple by night during the conference.

9

The three courses offered by Erica – Aset and Raba

10 All participants will receive a Certificate of attendance.
We hope this program will inspire you to attend this one week
conference. We hope to welcome many of you. The House of Life
has 44 hotel rooms available and 88 beds.
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FEE

Fee for the conference week per person:
Single room:		
Euro € 2100,- or US Dollar $ 2320,Double room:		
Euro € 1750,- or US Dollar $ 1935,If you are not able to stay the whole week the fee per person is:
			Single room			Double room
2 days		
€ 650,- or $ 720,-		
€ 550,- or $ 610,3 days		
€ 950,- or $ 1050,-		
€ 800,- or $ 885,4 days		
€ 1250,- or $ 1380,-		
€ 1050,- or $ 1160,5 days		
€ 1550,- or $ 1715,-		
€ 1300,- or $ 1435,6 days		
€ 1850,- or $ 2045,-		
€ 1550,- or $ 1715,For information about individual participation and how to receive the
register form and the complete and final program, please contact:
healingconference@houseoflife.info
You are certain of your participation in the conference as soon the
fee has been transferred.
The conference is organised on the initiative of the House of Life
Abydos Foundation. The general coordinator of the conference is
Aset.
healingconference@houseoflife.info
www.houseoflife.info
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